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Abstract

I outline a project for integrating several early visual modalities based on coupled
Markov Random Fields models of the physical processes underlying image formation, such
as depth, albedo and orientation of surfaces. The key ideas are:

a) to use as input data estimates of the various processes and their discontinuities,
computed by several different algorithms.

b) to implement with MRFs the physical and geometrical constraints of local "continu-
ity" of the processes and of their discontinuities. Processes are coupled to each other: the
most common form of coupling is a veto - one process vetoing another - as in the case of
discontinuities and the associated continuous field.
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Summary

Coupled Markov Random Fields provide a powerful method for integrating different
visual modules and for computing the equivalent of "intrinsic images" or a 21D sketch.
This paper outlines the math and the underlying ideas of this project. An implementation
is planned.

1) The key idea is that each visual modality (stereo, motion, texture, brightness and

color, etc.) provides measurements to two (or more) MRFs: one is continuous (or a discrete

approximation of a continuous field), the other is binary and corresponds to the discontinu-

ities (that are critically important for segmentation in the VM project).

Typically, at least two different algorithms per modality attempt to measure "continu-

ous" values and discontinuities, respectively. For instance, a motion algorithm attempts to
match features; a different "motion" algorithm attempts to find discontinuities in the motion
field. In the same way, there may be an unconventional stereo algorithm for finding uncor-
related regions, that correspond to occlusions. Thus several processes and combinations of
processes input data in the observable lattices.

2) The various MRFS mirror the different physical events that underly image formation:
surface, surface discontinuities, spectral albedo, albedo discontinuities, shadows, surface

normal, etc.

3) The local potentials underlying the a priori probability distribution of the MRFs
represent the constraints on the physical processes (smoothness, positivity, bounds etc.);
the coupling between MRFs represents the compatibility constraints between processes.

4) There are line processes (for discontinuities) and other types of binary veto processes.

5) The observable discontinuities provide a fast and coarse solution to the segmentation
problem. Using the MRFs for estimating the fields give an increasingly more precise solution,
simultaneously filling in the "continuous" regions that are only sparsely observable. The
solution at each iteration is available to later processes.

6) A parallel architecture for finding optimal estimators based on this model is a multi-
layered, coupled, hybrid network with local planar interactions and sparsely coupled in depth.
The Connection Machine is a good architecture for a first-order, fast implementation.

This scheme may provide a metaphor for the control structure underlying early vision.
It is possible, though - I believe - unlikely, that it will have a role in the VM project
as an alternative control metaphor to, say, the blackboard. I will also discuss it from the
point of view of evolutionary computation: is it possible to add layers (and their interactions)
successively without reconfiguring the whole network? This leads to another broad question:
how can the local potentials and the coupling interactions being improved by experience?
(A similar scheme may be interesting for speech understanding).



1. Fusing modules makes vision systems possible

A reliable and robust vision system must exploit the integration of several different vision

algorithms and modalities. Not only contours but also stereo and motion and shading and

colour give information about depth, for instance. In addition, it is not unlikely that several

stereo algorithms are used. Whereas individual algorithms have to solve underconstrained

problems the combination of several modules may overconstrain. A scheme that could

integrate this redundant information seem the only serious possibility today for developing

a vision system working on real images.

Caution Note: As Shimon says even small children are very good at recognizing monoc-

ular, monochromatic, still line drawings.

2. The central role of discontinuities and their early detection

I believe that the main first step towards recognition is to segment the image in regions

that are likely to correspond to different objects. I believe that this segmentation - or

pseudosegmentation - has to be done very early on. As a consequence, the detection

of discontinuities in the physical properties of surfaces has a critical role. There must

be several different computations attempting to estimate the presence and the location of

discontinuities.

In some cases, discontinuities can be detected relatively easily. Several types of motion

discontinuities can be measured quite efficiently with simple operations on the time depen-

dent intensity array, especially if the interframe interval is very small (see the example of the

fly's visual system). Albedo discontinuities may also be often detectable in terms of simple

operations. What about stereo? So far, all stereo algorithms not only do not directly detect



discontinuities in depth but perform badly precisely at occlusions. This state of affairs sug-

gest the new idea that there may be a whole class of unexplored "stereo" algorithms with

the goal of detecting some of the occluded, rivalrous regions. There is some faint evidence

from psychophysics and physiology for this new role of "local" rivalry in depth perception

(more is up to Heinrich).

Notice that the goal of these early operations is a fast, rough detection of discontinuities

in order to guide other processes that will help the refinement of this initial estimate.

This point of view, if taken seriously, represents an almost complete turnaround of the

"traditional" approach (see Grimson, Terzopoulos etc.)

3. Image Formation: the role of the physical processes

The fraction of light reflected from an object for each wavelength A depends on the light

source I(A), on the albedo p(x, A) and on the 3-D structure of the object. This last compo-

nents can usually be described as a function of the directions of the viewer k, source s and

surface orientation n. Let i, e, g be the angles between n and s, n and k, and k and s. This

is expressed by

S(x, A) = p(x, A)E(x, A) (1)

where S(x, A) is the image, E(x, A) = I(A)R(k, s, n, A) is also called effective irradiance

(see Hurlbert, 2001) and corresponds to the image produced by exactly the same 3-D scene

painted white. If the effective irradiance of a scene can be found, one can then think of the

albedo as a 2-D quantity: 3-D effects are all taken care of in E (and we are back to a flat

Mondrian-like world!). R is the reflectance function of the object.

The data measured by the sensors are:



SV(x) = a(A)p(x, A)E(A, [f])dA, (2)

where v labels the spectral type of sensors (v = 1, ...3 for R-G-B), a"(A) is the

spectral sensitivity of the vth-type sensor (or filter) and SV(x) its output. p(A, •) is the

surface albedo, E(A, f) is the effective irradiance that takes into account 3-D shading effects

and possibly shadows and f is the surface z = f(x, y). E is a functional of f (it usually

depends on the surface normal (through R), see Appendix).

Equation (2) shows that p and E cannot be determined from S and a uniquely without

additional constraints. In any case, there is clearly a factor - the relative scaling of E and

p - that cannot be determined unless the illuminant is observed directly.

4. Some constraints on the physical processes can be captured
by MRF models

4.1. The physical processes

Equation (1-2) show that some of the processes underlying image formation (under over-

simplified assumptions) are

1) the surface depth z = f(x, y)

2) the albedo p(x, y, A)

3) the "effective irradiance" that usually depends on the surface normal and on the

illuminations

4) the surface normal n or equivalently the gradient space p, q

5) the illumination I(x, y, A) (this may be a dual process corresponding to two light

sources, a diffuse one and a point-like light source)



6) Other "minor" processes such as specularities or visible light sources that may locally

"veto" or "switch off" some of the previous processes.

Physical constraints apply to each of these processes independently. In addition, there

are constraints between these processes (for instance between z and n). Equation 1-2 show

how the image data constrain the way the processes combine. Notice that consideration of

time dependence will introduce additional powerful constraints such as rigidity. In the fol-

lowing I will neglect this important extension since because of its computational complexity

will not be taken into account in the first implementations.

The constraints on z, n, p are local conditions (such as smoothness, necessary mainly

because of its regularizing role in the face of omnipresent noise) valid everywhere but at

discontinuities. The rationale for this is discussed elsewhere (see for instance Marr and

also Poggio et al., 1985). Discontinuities are - as we discussed - critically important and

detected very early.

The machinery of coupled MRFs provides an ideal tool to impose the local constraints

of smoothness (plus others, such as positivity, values within certain bounds, etc.) allowing

at the same time an explicit role for discontinuities through the line process of Geeman

and Geeman (and similar processes such as occlusions, etc. see Poggio and staff, 1985 and

Marroquin et al., 1985). Here the new potentially powerful idea here is to have observable

discontinuity processes measured by specialized algorithms in different visual modalities.

Caution Note There are image properties however that do not seem easily captured

by MRF models. This is the case for instance of shadows and their dependence on the

illumination geometry and the surface values z = f(x, y). Intuitively, geometric constraints

of this type seem more "global" than what a MRF model can usefully represent. It is an

interesting question how to incorporate this in our present scheme.



4.2. The constraints on the physical processes

We list here some of the constraints that can be exploited for each of the main processes

(including the associated discontinuity process):

a) Depth is smooth except at rare depth discontinuity lines that obey obvious geometric

constraints of continuity.

b) Typical illuminants and typical albedos have a finite (and small) number of degrees

of freedom. In other words, they can be described as linear combinations of a fixed set of

basis functions (notice that in different situations - such as different lighting conditions -

different bases may be required and that the illuminant basis is different, in general, from

the albedo basis). This assumption - called the spectral regularization assumption has been

stated by several authors (see Hurlbert, 2001; for a recent review see Maloney, 1985).

c) Typically, E(x), the "effective irradiance", changes with x more slowly than R(x, A)

(apart from cases when surface changes abruptly or sharp shadows are present);

d) p(x, A) is either constant or changes sharply (at material edges). In many scenes, it

may be possible to assume that the average surface reflectance in each wavelength band is

'grey'.

e) Usually, the effective irradiance has the same dependence on x at each A:

E(x, A) = I(A)E(x) (3)

This is equivalent to the assumption that R(x, A) in E(x, A) = I(A)R(x, A) (see equation

(1)) is, to a sufficient approximation, independent of A.

This is the single source assumption of Hurlbert and Poggio (see Hurlbert, 2001 and

Poggio et al., 1985)

f) The surface normal changes smoothly except at rare discontinuity lines



g) The illumination is smooth everywhere apart from rare shadow boundaries where it

changes discontinuously

h) For the depth, albedo, effective irradiance and illumination, it is possible to assume

certain upper and lower bounds for their admissible (or likely) values.

i) Discontinuities in each of these processes are typically continuous boundaries, locally

connected and non-intersecting.

Assumption b) allows one to rewrite Equation 2 as

S (x) = TC, eW(x)p, (x) (4)

where the tensor T is defined as

S=1 av(A)pi(A)q i (A)dA (5)

where v = 1, ...3 and i,j = 1, ...N, the p's and the q's are the basis functions for the

illuminant and for the albedo, respectively, and summation over repeated indices is tacitly

assumed.

Assumptions c) and d) mean that ei(x) will change slowly (apart from surface discon-

tinuities) and pi(x) will be either constant or change sharply.

Assumption e) means that ei(x) = e'e(x). Thus the ratio between the intensity SV(x)

measured in one spectral channel and the intensity measured in another should change in

a noiseless situation only at albedo boundaries (where the albedo changes), and should be

invariant for changes in the effective irradiance.



5. Processes that deliver "continuous" data and processes that
measure discontinuities

There are several different algorithms to compute discontinuities in each of the physical

processes. We list here some of them. More will have to be considered in future work.

Depth discontinuities

a) One of the standard stereo algorithms may provide an estimate of location of possible

discontinuities by detecting regions of many weak matches, a situation typical for occlusions.

A possible stereo algorithm may itself be based on a MRF formulation (Marroquin et al.,

1985); furthermore a stereo algorithm can be coupled with the system outlined here in such

a way that influences in turn the matching itself.

b) A specialized stereo-rivalry algorithm may estimate regions that are likely to be

occluded

c) Motion discontinuities are usually an indication of depth discontinuities (especially

in the case of self-motion)

Albedo discontinuities

From the image the quantity D(x) = ) (we assume here for simplicity v = 1, 2)

is computed. Then we define the observation of the albedo discontinuity (Hurlbert and

Poggio, 2010; see Poggio et al., 1985) pt(i) (where 1 denotes the line process) as pt(i) = 1 if

an edge is detected at i and pI(i) = 0 otherwise. The presence of an edge is measured by

one of the "standard" edge detectors operating on D(x). Another independent algorithm

that estimates directly the albedo and the reflectance and could also be used simultaneously

is Yuille's (1984; see also Maloney, 1985). Notice that useful information can be obtained

if some properties of the illuminant can be measured (for instance by direct observation of

the light source).

Effective irradiance discontinuities



To find the discontinuities in the scene irradiance (or effective irradiance) we find all

edges in brightness and intersect this set with the set of albedo edges already found. The

edges that are not common are likely to be discontinuities in the scene irradiance, due

to either shadows or surface discontinuities or surface orientation discontinuities. More

precisely, we perform edge detection on the brightness b(i) = E SV(x)]. We mark the

locations where an edge is by setting dbL = 1 and otherwise dbj = 0. We then compute an

estimate of the discontinuities in the effective irradiance as el(i) = dbl(i)(1 - Pt(i)), which

marks sharp changes of intensity likely to correspond to sharp changes in effective irradiance

but not changes in albedo (the threshold is set on the basis of noise estimates).

Texture discontinuities mark places that are not generic discontinuities in the effective

irradiance (they are not shadows and they are not sharp changes in the surface orientation).

Surface normal discontinuities and illumination discontinuities

They may be inferred exploiting additional information such as knowledge that the

reflectance function is lambertian and labeling of brightness edges as shadows (using for

instance measurements of texture on the two sides of an edge).

There is much to do for developing several algorithms that provides the measurements of

discontinuities in the different processes, exploiting different cues. It is especially important

to have independent estimates of the same type of discontinuities: the weight they have,

if two or more estimates coincide at a specific location, is large (see later), indicating very

strongly the presence of a discontinuity.

One possibility to be considered in a second stage is that these estimation processes

are themselves coupled with the lattices of the physical processes. In this way the estimate

of depth at time to in the 21D sketch will influence the operation of gathering depth data

at later times (changing parameters in the input algorithm or by coupling to a MRF based

stereo algorithm, see Poggio and Yuille, who are presently sweating about it).



6. A model of Early Vision

6.1. The basic physical processes

The basic local constraints on the "continuous" physical processes can be captured by as-

suming that they are MRF. In this case their a priori probability distributions are Gibbs

with basic potentials that I give here as a semi-serious illustration. I assume for simplicity

time independent imagery (and relegating therefore motion to a secondary position: this is

certainly not true for real-life, real-time vision) and 1-D notation.

1) The depth process is a MRF with a potential of the type

U (z) = U(z(i),z(j)) = (z(i) - z(j))2  fori -jl 1

= 0 otherwise (6)

Lower and upper bounds on the depth process can be introduced with a potential term

of the following flavor

Ubound = 0 lb < z < ub

= LN otherwise (7)

where LN is a large number. Depth can also be assumed to be piecewise constant in

which case the potential equation (11) would be somewhat different.

2) Another (vector) MRF corresponds to the albedo p(x) with components in 2 or 3

spectral bands with values p(x) on the lattice. Assumption c) suggests a potential

Up(p) = U(p,,pi) = #((Pi - Pj) 2) forli - jl = 1

= 0 otherwise



where ((z) is a symmetric function that is 0 for z = 0, is large for small values of jzl,

and may go to 0 again for large values of |zl (a standard Ising model may actuallly suffice,

see Marroquin et al., 1985). In this way slow changes of p are penalized, whereas either

constant values or sharp changes carry no cost.

Lower and upper bounds on the albedo process (they are surprisingly strict because of

the physics of surfaces) can be introduced with a potential term similar to equation (8).

3) The "effective irradiance" is defined as a (vector) MRF, corresponding to the illumi-

nant components in 2 or 3 spectral bands with values e(x) on the lattice. We chose these to

satisfy Assumption 2. For instance (neglecting vector notation because of TEX problems)

Ue(e) = U(e, ej) = (e- - ej) 2  forli - l = 1

= 0 otherwise (9)

Again, lower and upper bounds can be imposed with a potential term similar to equation

(12).

4) The surface normal would also obey to a potential U, similar to the depth process.

5) The illumination I would have a potential Ui similar to U,.

6.2. Discontinuity processes

In order to respect the previous assumptions that mostly impose smoothness everywhere

except at (rare) discontinuities we introduce for each of the physical processes f a binary

discontinuity process fi. This process has an associated potential reflecting the geometrical

properties of boundaries (mainly that they are piecewise smooth curves, that there cannot

be too many of them and that they do not intersect). I do not write explicitly these terms

here. Their form is similar to Geman and Geman's and Marroquin's. The corresponding

potentials are Uzz, Up,, Ue,, Us,, Ui,.



6.3. Coupling the "continuous" MRF to their (observable) discontinuities

Each process f is coupled to its discontinuity by multiplying Uf with (1 - fL).

6.4. Introducing "continuous" observations

We introduce the "continuous" data Z (depth) and S (color brightness) obtained as ex-

plained earlier by assuming that Z(x) and S (x) correspond to samples of signals affected by

additive gaussian noise. The corresponding potential terms in the a posteriori distribution

are of the type

Uz= - (Z(i) - z(i))2 (10)

Us = 1-(-S((i) - T,e(i)p (i))2
20

(11)

In equation (11) we have coupled the effective irradiance to the albedo.

6.5. Introducing discontinuous observations

The discontinuity processes are observable in our framework. Their observation model has

the typical potential

u(yf,t) = a• (1 - 6(fi(i) - t(i))) (12)

where 6 is the delta function, fd is the discontinuity process, and t is the observation.

In the case of an error rate c for a binary symmetric channel a is a = In



If more than one independent observation is available for the same discontinuity pro-

cess (say two different algorithms estimate discontinuities in Z, providing the discontinuity

indeces tl and t2) then each will contribute a term as the previous equation plus a joint

term with a form of the type

U, (fl, tl,t2) = X (1 - 6(fd(i) - tl(i)t2(i))) (13)

where X = In •

6.6. Coupling the processes

The irradiance equation equation 1) allows us to couple some of the processes. We have

done this already for the effective irradiance and the albedo. If the reflectance is lambertian

then equation 6 shows how I and R are coupled to E: under the assumption of gaussian

additive noise (for instance) the corresponding potential term is of the form

1 2 (E(i) - I(i)R(i))2 (14)

6.7. A very simple model

In the case of just three processes (depth, albedo, effective irradiance) and their discontinu-

ities, the total potential corresponding to the a posteriori Gibbs distribution is then

Up(z,p,e, z, p,,e) =

Uz + Us + (1 - z1)U, + (1 - pt)UP + (1 - el)Ue+



+Uz 1 + Upi + Uge + U(z, t) +...

+Ubzound + ... (15)

It is not too difficult to insert the additional terms corresponding to other processes

such as surface normal etc. and their coupling. For instance, the surface normal would be

coupled to the z process by a potential term of the form

2K2  z p) 2 + (z2 y - q)2  (16)

6.8. Estimation

As a performance criterion we will use a mixed criterion, where z, e and p should be as close

as possible to their true values and we should make as few errors as possible in the assertion

about the presence or absence of discontinuities.

Thus the optimal estimates are the posterior mean for z and e' and pV (or the thresh-

olded posteriori mean if they are processes with discrete values) and the maximizer of the a

posteriori marginals for zz, pi, el, nl, it. We can compute these estimates by using Monte-

carlo methods of the type discussed by Marroquin (1985a,p. 132, 1985; see also Marroquin

et al., 1985), running at a constant temperature.

7. Conclusions

7.1. The real problem and the implementation

The main problems of this scheme are



a) how to set the values of the coupling constants (they depend on noise estimate

and on the "natural" temperature of the individual processes). Note that one expects

possible discontinuous behaviour of the system as a function of the parameters because of

its nonlinearity and cooperativity (think of the Ising model).

b) computational complexity, possibly implying less-than-real-time performance even

on powerful parallel computers.

c) intrinsic locality of the Markov assumption that makes very difficult to consider more

global properties, such as shadows.

d) stationarity assumption underlying the probabilistic formulation.

One way to explore these issues is to implement the scheme sketched in this paper (on

the 3600 or even the CM). This is what I plan to do.

7.2. Extensions and alternatives

A possible alternative application of MRFs that may be of special interest for the Vision

Machine project, is to use MRFs on graphs instead than lattices (see Kindermann and Spell,

1980). In this way, it may be possible to integrate symbolic descriptions that are not pixel

based as in the scheme of this paper.

An important extension of the scheme outlined here is to time-dependent scenes. First,

however, the sheme should show some promises on still imagery. Many other obvious ex-

tensions were not mentioned. Multiple scales must be taken into consideration; higher level

control is needed; a small expert system may adjust the parameters of the coupled MRFs,

depending on statistical measurements on the fields and a small set of heuristics.

7.3. An evolutionary view of computation

The scheme outlined here is a possible control structure for a Vision Machine (though I do

not believe it is the "right" approach). An ideal control structure would have the property



that new modules can be added at will without having to change the control code. This

property is important in a project like the CVM that involves several people and attempts

to develop with time an increasingly sophisticated system. It must be essential to evolution

which does not have ever the possibility to "rewrite" code from scratch when it becomes

too unwieldy. Does the MRF model have this property? It seems possible that it may.

When a new term is added to the potential it will not affect much the other lattices as long

as the coupling constant is small. In a sense, it will be a kind of "neutral" mutation. For

this reason it may be a good strategy to add new potential terms (corresponding to new

processes or interactions among them) that at first are quadratic and have a small coupling

coefficient. The constant may increase and their shape become less convex under selection

pressure.

7.4. Learning

A clearly important problem is to develop (possibly very slow) schemes to estimate the

optimal parameters of the potential from examples of succesful computations. This may be

the only practical way of setting the parameters of this model: learning from experience. Is

this possible?

As a side remark, that may or may not be relevant, I believe that learning can be

succesfull only if the system has almost learned, in the following sense. One can think of

learning as a two stage process: in the first stage, one sets up the representations, in the

second stage, operators are learned. In a simple associative learning - for instance, learning

to associate names to faces - learning requires setting the features to be used and then

associating them. It can be proved that the general nonlinear "black-box" that has to be

synthetized during learning is equivalent to two "boxes" corresponding to these two steps

(Poggio, 1983). The first one can be regarded as a nonlinear coding step, whereas the second

one is a linear operator. It is clearly tempting to think that a slow, almost exhaustive search,

such as evolution, takes care of the first step whereas much faster "learning" synthetize the



second "box". In a similar way, learning in our MRF model should probably be restricted

to parameter estimation of an already existing model.

7.5. Connection with previous work

Once this blurb was conceived and almost completely written, I discovered something I

should have known, that is that Barrow and Tennenbaum (1978) had sketched ideas with a

lot in common with the present scheme. In particular, they stated explicitely the photomet-

ric constraints, the use of intrinsic images corresponding to the physical processes undelying

image formation, their local constraints, the role of discontinuities. They do not have the

machinery of MRF and the equations to develop a succesfull implementation (they did not).

They gloss over the "details" of how their model can be made to work. They do not have

clear enough the role and the description of the processes that must measure properties of

the fields and of their discontinuities. This, I believe, is a major point, which requires much

research. This research, by the way, will be valid independently of whether the MRF-based

fusion scheme proposed here is correct. It represents therefore the major justification for

working on this project.

7.6. Work to be done

I do not spell in detail the obvious and less obvious questions to be answered. There are

several in the field of MRF theory, in estimation, in parallel implementations, in the de-

velopment of efficient and simple algorithms for providing the initial measurements and

especially in psychophysics, concerning the role of discontinuities, their early and indepen-

dent detection and the fusion of information about different physical processes.
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Appendix: Parenthesis on lambertian surfaces

Many surfaces can be modelled as combinations of Lambertian and specular surfaces.

Lambertian surfaces look equally bright from all directions. Their reflectance function RL

can be written as

RL = s -n = cos(i) (Al)

In many cases R depends only on the normal of the surface. An arbitrary point on a

surface z = f(x, y) is given by

r = (x, y, f(x, y)). (A2)

The surface normal is

1
n =(-f -l1)5 (A3)

(1 + fX + fy2) 1/21), (A3)

where fx and fy are the partial derivatives of f with respect to x and y. They are

usually denoted by p and q respectively. The coordinate frame based on (p, q) is also called

Gradient Space. In this space a planar patch ax + by + c = z corresponds to a point

p = a, q = b. Using this notation the image irradiance equation becomes

E(x, y, A) = I(A)R(p, q). (A4)
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